Abstract. Neoclassical Tearing Mode (NTM) control on ITER requires detection of the mode location to be accurate and with low latency. This paper presents a systematic way to evaluate mode detection algorithms for ITER using numerical simulations of Electron Cyclotron Emission (ECE), taking into account the radial asymmetry in the temperature perturbation by a rotating magnetic island. Simulated ECE is detected using a synthetic radiometer, in the ITER equatorial port plug, and processed by two detection algorithms for the 2/1 and 3/2 NTMs for a burning H-mode ITER plasma. One of the algorithms also incorporates simulated Mirnov data. The video bandwidth is set at 2 kHz. This allows for intermediate frequency bandwidths of B IF = 400 MHz and B IF = 300 MHz for the two algorithms respectively. The intermediate frequency bandwidth provides a trade-off between radial accuracy (low bandwidth) and low noise/latency (large bandwidth). 2/1 and 3/2 NTMs, seeded with widths up to 9 cm and 11 cm, are detectable with the required accuracy within 250 ms. With appropriate settings for the radiometer, the NTM detection using ECE is accurate and with low latency. The algorithm that incorporates both ECE and Mirnov data showed the lowest detection latencies.
Introduction
The ITER tokamak (major radius R 0 = 6.2 m, minor radius a = 2 m) is being constructed near Cadarache, France. [1] Plasmas in ITER should demonstrate a fusion gain of Q = 10 for a period of 300 s. Achieving this goal requires control of detrimental instabilities such as the Neoclassical Tearing Mode (NTM), an MHD instability that reduces core temperature and thereby fusion yield. NTMs can result in a sudden loss of plasma (a disruption). [2] NTMs are global magnetic perturbations with poloidal and toroidal mode numbers m and n respectively, leading to reconnection of magnetic field lines forming a magnetic island at the rational flux surface described by the safety factor q = m/n. A magnetic island is characterized by its island width w, representing the amplitude of the mode, and its toroidal rotation frequency ω. The metastable NTM requires a seed island to become unstable and grows as a result of a lack of local bootstrap current inside the island. This current deficiency can be compensated through Electron Cyclotron Resonance Heating (ECRH) and Current Drive (ECCD). [3] NTMs with mode numbers m/n = 2/1 and m/n = 3/2 will degrade the core temperature of ITER plasmas the most. [4] The presence of a magnetic island can be detected by its magnetic perturbation or the effect of the island on the temperature profile. Control of 2/1 and 3/2 NTMs is required for sustained high performance burning H-mode ITER plasmas and should prevent all NTMs from causing a disruption.
Several strategies exist for NTM control, the most prominent of which deals with full suppression of NTMs using ECCD directly after detection of seeded islands. [4] The Generalized Rutherford Equation (GRE), describing island growth, was used by La Haye et al and Van den Brand et al to assess the required accuracy in the ECCD deposition position, for ITER. [5] [6] Full suppression of the 2/1 and 3/2 NTM requires a radial accuracy of the deposition position of 7 mm and 5 mm, respectively. Due to a decreased efficiency for small island widths, for larger misalignments, ECCD is incapable of fully suppressing NTMs,. [6] The accuracy is expressed in coordinates provided by an average of the minor radius in the equatorial plane on the low and high field side. A control system should achieve the deposition accuracy to be able to fully suppress the NTMs.
Whether a control system would work for ITER, requires an analysis of the accuracy and latency of the system. As a requirement on the control system, the maximum allowed latency is determined, which is the longest allowed time between the seeding of the mode and the start of ECCD that still results in full suppression of the island before mode locking, i.e. stop of mode rotation. [6] The control loop should make the ECCD deposition position converge to the mode position up to the required accuracy within the maximum allowed latency. The maximum allowed latency depends on the seed island width and the evolution of island width and rotation, for which a number of theoretical models with associated parameters is known to give an accurate description of current measurements. Two models for the bootstrap growth rate at small island widths exist: the polarization model, describing the decreasing growth by the ion polarization current induced by the different response of ions and electrons to the island rotation, and the transport model, explaining the decreasing growth by an incomplete flattening of the pressure profile due to a competition of parallel and perpendicular transport. At the marginal island width w marg , expected between 2 and 6 cm for ITER [4] , the maximum growth rate is found. The maximum allowed latency is smallest, i.e. posing the most stringent requirements, for the polarization model with w marg = 2 cm. [6] This model is used in the remainder of this paper. Using this model, the maximum allowed latency is 1 and 3 seconds for a seed island width of 2 cm for the 2/1 and 3/2 NTM, respectively, and becomes zero at seed island widths of 9.5 cm and 12 cm, respectively. [6] NTMs seeded with a larger width cannot be suppressed before mode-locking and necessitate an alternative control strategy, which uses for instance magnetic perturbation fields, to control locked modes. [7] In order to reach the required deposition accuracy within the maximum allowed latency, detection should result in an accurate mode location within a fraction of the maximum allowed latency. One possible way to detect the NTM location is by measuring the temperature fluctuations associated with the magnetic islands using Electron Cyclotron Emission (ECE) radiometry. ECE radiometry is foreseen on ITER, located in equatorial port 9. [8] The spatial dependence of the magnetic field and, consequently, the electron cyclotron frequency, allows for a spatially resolved measurement of the electron temperature. [9] The rotating magnetic island results in a periodic fluctuation of the electron temperature near the NTM rational surface, which can be detected with ECE. [10] The measured locations, in terms of ECE frequency, require additional techniques to determine the launcher positioning required for accurate deposition. Examples are reconstruction of the magnetic equilibrium and ray tracing to determine launcher settings or detection of the deposition position using the same ECE diagnostic as used for NTM detection. [11] [12] [13] In this paper, we do not consider measuring ECE along the same line-of-sight of ECCD deposition. [14] A systematic analysis of simulation results is used to determine whether detection of NTMs using ECE is possible for NTM control on ITER.
In this paper, codes are interfaced to analyze NTM detection using the ECE radiometer in the equatorial port plug for a burning H-mode ITER scenario 2 plasma. Simulated ECE and Mirnov coil signals are processed by two detection algorithms, which determine the location of the mode in terms of the ECE frequency. This analysis addresses ECE radiometer settings required for adequate localization, the expected detection time and compare both algorithms.
The next section discusses how simulations of ECE for NTM suppression on ITER are set up and used for simulating the detection of the island location with the algorithms by Berrino et al and Reich et al. [15] [16] This section also shows how a realistic temperature perturbation is modelled based on the perturbation of the helical flux. The capabilities of ECE radiometry via the equatorial port are assessed in section 3, by first deriving a suitable ECE channel spacing to attain the required radial accuracy and secondly determine the detection latency for this spacing. Limits of the simulations, possible improvements of the detection algorithms and possible extensions of the simulations are part of the discussion in section 4. The final section presents the conclusions.
Simulation set-up
An overview of the simulation model is given in the first subsection. Most parts of the simulation model are known from literature and described in the appendices. The temperature perturbation resulting from the magnetic islands is discussed in more detail in the second subsection.
Model overview
The signals detected by an ECE radiometer measuring an ITER plasma are simulated using a combination of models from literature. The simulated signals serve as input for the detection algorithm by Berrino et al. [15] The detection algorithm by Reich et al also relies on Mirnov coil signals. [16] By a suitable combination of Mirnov coil signals, a signal can be created that is sensitive to magnetic perturbations with a specific mode number. Such a signal is simulated using the magnetic perturbation signal B or (t) ∝ w 2 (t)ω(t) cos (ξ(t)), with ξ(t) = t 0 nω(τ )dτ , where the notation used by Reich et al was adopted. Gaussian white noise with 10% of the Mirnov amplitude w 2 (t)ω(t) is added. The relative noise level of 10 % is expected for detection of low order (m, n) MHD modes in ITER. [17] The algorithms detect the island location in terms of a frequency f det , which can be compared with the actual island location frequency f isl , found from noise-free simulations. Note that ω describes the rotation of the NTM with respect to the wall. In contrast, the actual island location frequency f isl indicates the radial location of the island as a result of the spatially dependent EC frequency. Figure 1 shows the components of the model and their interrelations. The components of the model can be replaced by other codes, if those are deemed more fit for the simulation. Figure 1 : Overview of the components used to model island detection. An NTM model provides island width and phase, as a function of time, and serves, together with the radial mode location, as input for NOTEC. NOTEC calculates the ECE intensity I(f ) for a given frequency range. Based on the video bandwidth Bv and intermediate frequency bandwidth BIF , a synthetic radiometer is simulated, which provides the intensities ICH,i for channels i. Mirnov coils are simulated based on the island width and rotation phase. The detection algorithm uses the radiometer, Mirnov coil signals and the centre frequencies of the channels fcent,i, derived from Bv and BIF , to detect the island location f det .
The evolution of island width and phase is described by an NTM model by Van den Brand et al, which combines island growth described by the Generalized Rutherford Equation and a model for island rotation as put forward by La Haye et al. [2] [6] [18] The island location and temporal evolution of the island width and phase serve as input to the NOn-Thermal ECE Code (NOTEC). [19] This is a code that can calculate both thermal and non-thermal ECE. In this paper, however, we only consider the thermal component of the radiation as measured by the ITER ECE radiometer in the equatorial port plug. Details about NOTEC and the simulation of the ITER burning H-mode scenario 2 plasma is given in Appendix A. The effect of the magnetic islands on the temperature profile is addressed in the following subsection.
NOTEC is used to generate ECE spectra for a set of island widths and phases on a specified frequency range with steps of 50 MHz between individual points in the spectrum. These simulations of fixed island width and phase are combined with the island evolution model to simulate ECE intensity as a function of frequency and time. The noise-free temperature oscillation due to a magnetic island is found by subtracting the average temperature over all island phases from a simulation with a specific phase. The amplitudes of the temperature fluctuations associated with a 3 cm and 6 cm island are shown in figure 2 . The radiation at the ECE frequency f isl , with a minimum amplitude of the noise-free temperature oscillation, originates from the region around the island O-point and corresponds to the actual island location. For an optimal suppression of the mode, in case of a radially asymmetric island as modelled here, the ECCD must be deposited on the radius of the island O-point rather than the resonant radius r s of the unperturbed equilibrium. [20] Thermal noise is added to the noise-free ECE, with an amplitude determined by the video bandwidth The location of the magnetic island in the ECE spectrum is detected using the anti-phase in temperature oscillations at opposite sides of the NTM rational surface (see for instance [15] , [22] and [16] ) and the minimum in temperature fluctuations itself (see for instance [23] ). The algorithms proposed by Berrino et al and Reich et al are tested on the ITER ECE simulations in the remainder of this paper. These detection algorithms and their implementations are described in Appendix C. With the settings as chosen in Appendix C and a video bandwidth of 2 kHz, the longest averaging time in the algorithms are 100 ms and 600 ms for the Berrino and Reich algorithm, respectively.
Implementation of magnetic islands
When a magnetic island is present, the temperature and density profiles no longer depend only on the flux coordinate, but on all three coordinates (r c , θ, φ), where r c is the plasma minor radius in cylindrical coordinates, θ the poloidal angle and φ the toroidal angle. The cylindrical radius r c = S(ψ0,σ) π is determined by the surface S enclosed by the equilibrium helical flux ψ 0 , where σ indicates the position relative to the rational flux surface with σ = −1 for r c < r c,s and σ = +1 for r c > r c,s , where r c,s is the minor radius in cylindrical coordinates of the NTM rational surface. The equilibrium helical flux is defined in such a way that it has a minimum at r c,s . The helical flux perturbation by a magnetic island is approximated by Yang et al by [24] 
with ξ 0 the phase of the NTM and θ s the straight field line poloidal angle. Using the perturbation amplitude at the rational surface ψ(r c,s ), the extent of the mode is set to correspond with an island of width w, determined as an average of the island width on the low and high field side in the equatorial plane. This form of the helical flux perturbation reproduces the asymmetries in both island extent and the temperature perturbation between r c > r c,s and r c < r c,s , as observed in experiments and expected from theory. [25] [26] [27] [20] Previous analyses of the effect of NTMs on the temperature profile have neglected these radial asymmetries in the temperature perturbation. [13] [10] [28] Due to the asymmetry, the perturbation is closer to the noise level for r < r s and detection could prove more difficult compared with symmetric perturbations. Density and temperature are assumed constant on the magnetic flux surfaces described by the perturbed helical flux ψ = ψ 0 + ψ and σ, which holds if the gradients are small and the perpendicular transport is much slower than parallel transport along the flux surface. Due to the small effect of the NTM on the local magnetic field and the small density gradient in ITER, only the perturbation of the temperature has a significant effect on ECE. [29] The radial transport outside the island is assumed to be unaffected, thus maintaining the equilibrium temperature gradients and thereby relating the temperature at r c > r c,s outside the island to the equilibrium temperature. The temperature inside the island is assumed constant due to fast parallel transport and equal to the temperature at the outer separatrix, marking the island boundary at r c > r c,s . At r c < r c,s outside the island, the temperature drops due to the island by an amount ∆T with respect to the unperturbed temperature equilibrium, where ∆T is the temperature difference between the flux surfaces corresponding to the inner and outer separatrix in the unperturbed temperature profile. The temperature T (r c , θ, φ) at position (r c , θ, φ) is therefore related to the equilibrium temperature profile T 0 (r c ) by
, (2) with ψ sep the helical flux at the island separatrices and S (ψ, σ) the enclosed area in the poloidal cross section by the flux surface defined by ψ and σ. Note that in contrast to the assumed constant temperature inside the island, measurements and theory show that the internal temperature profile is not completely flat. [10] [25] The best model for temperature fluctuations in magnetic islands in ITER remains to be determined based on local transport coefficients and the structure of magnetic perturbations of the field structure.
Equatorial ECE
In this section, the detection of the island location, using ECE radiometers in the equatorial plane, is considered. In ITER, the equatorial ECE antenna is located at major radius R = 8.5 m and height Z = 0.76 m. [8] A value of 6 cm FWHM is used for both beam widths (see Appendix A for details) which provides an upper estimate to the expected beam width and ensures that beam divergence is negligible. [30] The second harmonic X-mode is used, because it provides higher spatial accuracy than the first harmonic O-mode for equal noise levels. Note that for a control loop for positioning based on equatorial ECE, methods that determine the deposition position set point, as well as the mirror actuator realizing this set point, should introduce no or small errors in order to achieve the required accuracy. Furthermore, the relativistic shift alone has a larger influence (1.1 GHz on average) than the required accuracy (200 MHz for 2/1 NTM, see section 3.1) and should therefore be compensated by such methods. Delays introduced by reconstruction and ray tracing codes should also be considered. Reconstruction of the equilibrium and ray tracing or a detection of the deposition position have both been considered. [11] [13] Reich et al show the closed loop capabilities of using real-time ray tracing and equilibrium reconstruction for NTM control at ASDEX Upgrade. [12] Although the viability of a reconstruction and ray tracing scheme, in terms of latency, has been shown, realtime reconstruction with an accuracy of a few mm, required for full NTM suppression on ITER, has not yet been demonstrated. These additional steps, although essential in a complete feedback loop, will therefore not be considered here. However, the detection algorithms themselves, relying either on ECE or on a combination of ECE and Mirnov coil data, are evaluated.
First an appropriate ECE spacing is derived for both 2/1 and 3/2 magnetic islands, based on the required positioning accuracy evaluated for a constant island width of 3 cm. This spacing will be a trade-off between the required radial accuracy (leading to small channel spacing and intermediate frequency bandwidths) and low noise on the detection (typically achieved by having a larger intermediate frequency bandwidth). The spacing is used to generate synthetic ECE data, to which the detection algorithm is employed to determine the detection latency. An example of the simulated signals is given in the second subsection. In the final subsection, the detection latency of both detection algorithms is evaluated for all seed island widths.
ECE spacing
A video bandwidth B v = 2 kHz is used, which suffices for the detection of 3/2 and 2/1 rotating islands, based on the equilibrium toroidal plasma rotation frequency ω 0 by La Haye et al (420 Hz for 2/1 and 578 Hz for 3/2). [5] Larger values of B v have been used in other ECE designs for ITER. [28] An accuracy in the ECCD deposition position ∆r of 7 mm for 2/1 and 5 mm for 3/2 magnetic islands should be achieved to ensure full NTM suppression is possible. [6] Based on the ECE frequency f (R) emitted from major radius R along the equatorial ECE sightline, the difference ∆f = |f (R) − f (R ± ∆r)| is evaluated to arrive at the required frequency accuracy for a given required spatial accuracy ∆r. This results in an accuracy requirement of 200 MHz and 150 MHz for the detected ECE frequency of the 2/1 and 3/2 magnetic islands, respectively. An island of 2 cm is seeded at t = 1 s. Island growth is simulated until the island locks. As the island grows the average temperature in the plasma core decreases and the temperature fluctuations increase in amplitude. Outside the island, the temperature fluctuations are larger near the island than further away and at radii smaller than r s the temperature fluctuations are larger compared to the fluctuations at r > r s . This is a result of the imposed asymmetry on the perturbed helical flux and is consistent with experimental observations. For 2/1 magnetic islands, the island location f isl , indicated by a dashed black line in the bottom plot, shifts to higher frequencies as the island width increases. This is consistent with the radial shift of the island O-point as a consequence of the asymmetry in the perturbed flux across r s . This difference amounts to 200 MHz, going from 2 to 9 cm island widths, and needs to be compensated, because it is on the order of the required accuracy. The accuracy of f isl is limited due to the limited frequency step size of 50 MHz in the underlying ECE spectrum simulations. The dotted lines show the upper and lower bound on the detected island location to maintain an estimate within 200 MHz and hence to ensure the required deposition accuracy is reachable. The ECE frequency f det is determined using the algorithms presented in Appendix C. The island is detected within 111 ms by the algorithm by Berrino et al and the detected location remains well within the accuracy bounds. The algorithm by Reich et al responds almost instantly to the Mirnov signals as soon as the island is seeded. It takes the algorithm 20 ms to accumulate sufficient data for an accurate detection of the location, which remains accurate in the remainder of the island evolution.
Detection latency with equatorial ECE
In section 3.1, a video bandwidth B v of 2 kHz and intermediate frequency bandwidths B IF of 400 MHz and 300 MHz, for the algorithms by Berrino et al and Reich et al respectively, are shown to be required for accurate detection of 2/1 and 3/2 magnetic islands. Using a channel layout, with these settings and the offset value c, mentioned in the first subsection, set to zero, the detection latency is determined. ECE is simulated from 240 GHz to 250 GHz for the 2/1 NTM and to 260 GHz for the 3/2 NTM. The detection latency is defined as the time difference between island seeding and the time at which the detected island location is within the required accuracy of 200 MHz or 150 MHz for the 2/1 and 3/2 NTM, respectively, and remains accurate for the remainder of the simulation run. The detection latency is determined for seed island widths varied from 2 cm up to 11 cm for 2/1 NTMs and up to 12 cm for 3/2 NTMs. Each simulation is repeated 15 times with different noise realizations. The mean, minimum and maximum detection latencies, determined from the 15 noise realizations, for both detection algorithms as a function of seed island width are shown in the bottom plots of figure 5 and figure 6 for the 2/1 and 3/2 NTM respectively. In both plots, the detected latencies are accompanied by the maximum allowed latency as determined by Van den Brand et al. [6] Figures 5 shows that for the 2/1 NTM the algorithm by Reich et al shows little dependence on the seed island width. Conversely, for the 3/2 NTM, the detection latency depicted in figure 6 shows a slightly larger detection latency for both small and large seed islands. The algorithm by Berrino et al shows an increasing detection latency for both 2/1 and 3/2 NTMs due to the reduced performance of this algorithm for larger island widths. For small islands, the fluctuation amplitude is low, resulting in an increased detection latency for both algorithms. A special case is a seed island width of 2 cm, for which the mode needs to grow to become detectable. Both detection algorithms show a detection latency below 250 ms for all simulated noise realizations.
Detection within the maximum allowed latency is possible for islands up to 9 cm and 11 cm for the 2/1 and 3/2 NTM respectively. For the smaller seed island widths, the detection latency varies only slightly and is. for the largest part of the range, only a smaller factor of the maximum allowed latency. If only detection latency is taken into account, the largest seed island width that can be suppressed is reduced with only 1 cm compared to a situation where all latencies are zero. The algorithm by Reich et al shows the shortest detection latencies, but also incorporates more information about the plasma using the Mirnov coil signals. Tests with the algorithm by Berrino et al showed that a variation in the offset c results in an increased average detection latency of 250 ms and 400 ms for the 2/1 and 3/2 NTM, respectively. If B IF where to be increased, the radiometer noise would decrease. Assuming that B IF is not so large that the perturbations peaks on opposite sides of the island are in a single channel, this would result in a smaller detection latency. However, for larger B IF the detection is not able to achieve the accuracy required for full suppression.
Discussion
The simulations presented in this paper include what are expected to be the relevant dynamics for NTM detection using ECE. The physics that was excluded from the simulations is discussed in this section. The limitations of the island location sensor are also discussed, focussing on possible improvements of the algorithm. The last . For comparison, the maximum allowed latency is depicted as a dotted line. [6] paragraph is dedicated to the extension of simulations to encompass an entire ITER NTM control loop, to fully assess latency, accuracy and compatibility of the different components.
The used ECE channel layout is idealized, assuming that there is no overlap in ECE frequencies detected with adjacent channels. The video filter is approximated by sampling at time intervals 1/(2B v ) to ensure frequencies up to B v are present in the measured ECE signals. In practice, radiometers show a lower gain for ECE frequencies and video frequencies near the edge of the band. ECE frequency overlap between neighbouring ECE channels is also observed in practice. For comparison, a sixth-order Chebyschev or Butterworth filter will collect approximately 85 % of its radiation inside the pass band. [31] However, 96 % of the radiation comes from a region of 1.2 times the bandwidth. This could result in a correlation of 11 % between two adjacent channels. As the sophistication of models and the demands on simulation accuracy increases, these overlap effects could be incorporated as well.
The noise on the Mirnov coils is now implemented relative to the Mirnov signal . For comparison, the maximum allowed latency is depicted as a dotted line. [6] amplitude. The actual noise level, which is expected to be constant, is not yet known and its determination might prove difficult without actual ITER measurements. As a result of the relative noise level, no noise was present in the absence of the island. Adding noise without the presence of the island resulted in false detection with the algorithm by Reich et al. However, these false detections occur infrequently and with varying detected locations and could therefore be filtered out easily. The effect of temperature fluctuations inside the island needs to be assessed as well.
Only the thermal noise by the uncorrelated ECE and noise on the Mirnov coils have been taking into account. Other noise sources such as edge density fluctuations and turbulent temperature fluctuations or transients such as sawteeth or ELMs are not incorporated. [32] [33] The presence of multiple NTMs could also disturb the detection of the location. The algorithm by Reich et al could probably handle multiple modes better, because only the magnetic perturbations by a single NTM, obtained by a proper combination of multiple Mirnov coil signals, are used. The effect of these additional noise sources and transients on NTM detection can be studied by examining how they influence EC wave propagation and inferring the effect on ECE in particular. At this moment no conclusions can be drawn regarding the influence of other noise sources on island detection using ECE on ITER. However, it should be noted that the algorithm by Reich et al has been tested in the experimental environment of ASDEX Upgrade in which among other perturbations sawteeth and ELMs are present. [12] The radial accuracy that can be reached is limited by the thermal noise for both detection algorithms. The thermal noise increases with decreasing intermediate frequency bandwidth. The detection algorithm by Berrino et al showed increasing latencies for larger seed island widths. The larger islands reduce the fluctuations due to temperature equilibration in a larger frequency range, thereby decreasing the correlation signals between the channels measuring radiation coming from inside the island. Both issues can be tackled by a multi-scale detection method. [34] By using larger intermediate frequency bandwidths, the signal-to-noise ratio improves and small islands can be detected earlier. Larger intermediate frequency bandwidths also imply a larger channel spacing, thereby collecting less of the equilibrated temperature inside the island relative to the ECE detected outside the island. A drawback is the reduced spatial accuracy in the detected location, which would still require the lower intermediate frequency bandwidth and hence incorporation of multiple intermediate frequency bandwidth scales in the algorithm. A direct digitized radiometer system with a real-time tunable intermediate frequency bandwidth, as designed by Bongers et al, could be beneficial for multi-scale detection. [35] A similar result can be achieved with a conventional radiometer with a small intermediate frequency bandwidth of which the detected ECE of multiple channels is added together to obtain ECE detected with a larger intermediate frequency bandwidth.
The simulations presented in this paper address only two components of a control loop for NTMs: the plasma with the island and the detector. The design of a controller is a much more challenging task, which requires the modelling of the full control loop. In such a control loop, the detected island location f det must first be translated into a requested angle for the ECCD steering mirror, required to deposit the power at the proper flux surface. Next, the dynamics of the steering mirror as identified for a prototype by Collazos et al [36] , which serves as the main actuator, must be incorporated in the control loop. Moreover, such simulations should also incorporate the deposited ECCD power in a consistent way in the evolution of both the detected ECE spectrum and the amplitude and phase of the NTM. Note that this proposed control loop addresses only the control of NTMs before locking occurs. Modelling of additional actuators for locked mode control and determination of the detection latency for such a control loop is required, if locked modes are considered a problem for ITER operations.
The detected island location f det can be translated to a requested angle for the ECCD steering mirror in two ways. One way is using a combination of equilibrium reconstruction and ray tracing. Plasma measurements are combined to determine the magnetic, temperature and density profiles. Using this realtime determined equilibrium the exact position of the NTM can be determined. Using realtime ray tracing, the mirror settings required to deposit ECCD on the NTM position is calculated. A control loop based on equilibrium reconstruction and real time ray tracing is implemented and tested by Reich et al for the ASDEX Upgrade tokamak in Germany. [12] The second way is to measure both the location of the NTM and the location of the deposited power with the same ECE diagnostic. Detection of modulated ECCD with the same ECE diagnostic as the one used for magnetic island island detection is described by Manini et al. [13] Alternatively, ECE can be detected along the same line-of-sight as the ECCD deposition, as was first proposed by Westerhof et al. [14] This has the advantage that only the island location needs to be detected. Hennen et al showed realtime NTM control on TEXTOR with same line-of-sight ECE. [22] An ITER compatible same line of sight ECE diagnostic has been presented by Bongers et al. [37] 
Summary and conclusions
Simulation codes are combined to model mode detection using ECE for NTM control. ECE coming from an ITER plasma containing a magnetic island was simulated and fed to detection algorithms. The perturbed temperature profile not only takes into account the flattening of the temperature inside the island, but also the perturbation of the flux surfaces outside the island. The flux surface perturbation as well as the temperature perturbation itself are radially asymmetric around the rational flux surface, thereby providing a realistic temperature perturbation that is consistent with observations in present-day experiments. [25] [26] [27] Simulated ECE spectra, measured at frequencies 50 MHz apart, are combined in ECE channels and thermal noise is added based on the intermediate frequency and video bandwidths. A set of ECE spectra with varying island width and phase are combined with models for the evolution of the island width and rotation to arrive at time dependent ECE signals. The actual island location, indicated by the frequency of minimum temperature fluctuation in the noisefree spectra, should be accurately detected for NTM control. The algorithms by Berrino et al and Reich et al are used for island detection. [15] [16] The algorithm by Reich et al also used synthetic Mirnov coil data, simulated using the island width and phase.
For ECE in the equatorial port plug, the required ECE channel layout to attain a detection accuracy of 7 mm for the 2/1 and 5 mm for the 3/2 NTM is investigated. This detection accuracy is equal to the required deposition accuracy for full suppression. [6] A video bandwidth of 2 kHz is used which suffices for the detection of 2/1 and 3/2 NTMs based on a model for mode rotation by La Haye et al. [18] The detection latency is determined for seeded islands, growing in accordance with the polarization model for the saturation of the bootstrap island growth at small island widths.
A sufficient detection accuracy for 3 cm islands is attained with a 400 MHz and 300 MHz intermediate frequency bandwidth for both the 2/1 and 3/2 NTM, for the algorithms by Berrino et al and Reich et al respectively. The channel spacing is taken equal to the intermediate frequency bandwidth. The intermediate frequency bandwidth provides a trade-off between radial accuracy (attained with a small bandwidth) and detection latency (achieved with low noise for large bandwidths). For large islands ECE channels are located partially in the island, thereby decreasing the detected temperature oscillations and reducing the performance of the algorithm by Berrino et al. The simulations show that accurate detection of magnetic islands within 250 ms is possible with both algorithms for islands up to 9 cm and 11 cm for the 2/1 NTM and 3/2 NTM respectively.
The algorithm by Reich et al showed faster detection times than the algorithm by Berrino et al. In contrast, the algorithm by Berrino et al uses only ECE information resulting in a longer detection latency. It should be noted that not all relevant noise and perturbation sources, such as other MHD modes, are included and that the detection algorithms could both be improved further. Nevertheless, this paper provides a systematic way to compare detection algorithms, based on accuracy and detection latency, and judge whether requirements are met for NTM control on ITER.
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Appendix A. NOTEC [19] Based on the magnetic field, density and temperature profiles, NOTEC calculates the ECE collected by an antenna facing the plasma. For thermal ECE, NOTEC solves the radiation transport equation
along the path of EC wave propagation in a toroidal geometry, where s is the path length, I the ECE intensity, f the ECE frequency, α the absorption coefficient, k B the Boltzmann constant and T the electron temperature. [38] [19] The ECE path is traced back, starting at the antenna, to the EC emission region using the RAYS code implementation in NOTEC, providing geometrical optics ray tracing using the local density, temperature and magnetic field.
[39] The antenna is specified by three position coordinates X a , Y a , Z a , a toroidal φ a and a poloidal θ a antenna angle, two transverse beam widths w t and w p , associated with the φ a and θ a angles respectively, and beam divergence in toroidal δφ and poloidal δθ direction. Up to 21 rays can be used to simulate an antenna pattern, where for every set of four rays a constant weighting is used, determined by the two-dimensional Gaussian beam intensity with widths w t and w p .The divergence of individual rays of a beam is given by ∆φ = h/w t δφ and ∆θ = l/w p δθ with h and l the toroidal and poloidal distance to the antenna centre. The magnetic field in the poloidal plane is specified using two dimensional splines based on the burning H-mode ITER scenario 2 plasma. [29] [40] Density and temperature are specified on the flux coordinates derived from the magnetic field topology. Equation A.1 is solved using the absorption coefficient α(f ) determined by iteratively solving the biquadratic equation with a relative accuracy of 0.1 % for the refractive index derived by Bornatici et al. [9] The thermal absorption, equilibrium and ray tracing routines, which form the core of NOTEC, are also part of the ray tracing code TORAY, which has been extensively benchmarked for the ITER scenario 2 plasma. [41] [42] [40] NOTEC produces the ECE intensity for a set of specified ECE frequencies and also provides the path travelled by individual rays.
Appendix B. Synthetic ECE measurements
ECE is commonly detected using multichannel radiometers. A radiometer is simulated based on its video bandwidth B v and the intermediate frequency bandwidth B IF . [21] The video filter, with bandwidth B v , limits the highest amplitude oscillation frequency available in the ECE signals and can be approximated by sampling at a fundamental step size dt = 1/(2B v ), assuming frequencies larger than B v are not present in the data. The intermediate frequency bandwidth B IF determines the ECE frequency range that is measured in a single channel. Thermal ECE fluctuations result in noise detected by the radiometer given by
where < T > is the mean temperature and ∆T the standard deviation of the Gaussian white temperature noise. A synthetic measurement is obtained by combining ECE spectra of a magnetic island evolving over time with an ECE channel layout, determined by the radiometer settings B v , B IF , channel spacing and the number of channels. In this paper, measurements at frequencies f 50 , separated by frequency intervals of 50 MHz, are assumed to represent the ECE signal for a frequency range f 50 − 25 MHz < f < f 50 + 25 MHz. At time instances t, the simulated ECE spectrum is interpolated for the island width w(t) and phase ξ(t) = t 0 nω(τ )dτ , based on a database of NOTEC simulations for different island widths and phases. Gaussian white noise with an amplitude specified by equation B.1, using B IF = 50 MHz, is added to all simulated ECE intensities for the frequencies f 50 . The Gaussian white noise is generated using an internal Matlab Simulink pseudo-random number generator with an initial seed. Every ECE channel has a separate generator with a different seed (making noise across channels independent). To generate a different realization, a new set of seeds is used for all random number generators. The random numbers are generated with a mean of zero and a standard deviation given by equation B.1. The resulting ECE intensities I 50 , including thermal noise, at frequencies f 50 are added to form the channel intensity
where f cent is the channel centre frequency and B IF the intermediate frequency bandwidth of the simulated channel.
Appendix C. Detection algorithms for island location
The algorithms by Berrino et al and Reich et al both rely on the difference in the phase of the temperature oscillation on opposite sides of the rational flux surface. [15] [16] The algorithms and their implementation for the simulations are described in this appendix.
Algorithm by Berrino et al
The algorithm by Berrino et al identifies the location of the mode based on the local minimum in the cross correlation between adjacent ECE channels on opposite sides of the rational flux surface. When the second derivative of the cross correlation exceeds a preset threshold, the associated minimum in the cross correlation is assumed to be caused by the presence of an island. Its location is then determined by interpolating the zero crossing of the first derivative of the cross correlations. Below we generalize the algorithm of Berrino et al [15] to arbitrary frequency steps between ECE channels. First a moving average of N mov measurements is subtracted to arrive at a temperature fluctuation
for all channels j, where T (t, j) is the measured electron temperature in channel j at time t and dt the sampling time, limited by the video bandwidth B v as reported in Appendix B. This fluctuation is normalized using the square root of a moving average over N avg samples of the squared temperature fluctuation resulting in
The correlation between two adjacent ECE channels is calculated as the average over N ac measurements of the product of the two normalized temperature fluctuations using
which are defined at frequencies
for j = 1 . . . N ch −1 with N ch the number of channels and f cent (j) the centre frequency of channel j. The discrete first derivative with respect to the frequency D 1 (t, j) = P (t, j + 1) − P (t, j) f P (j + 1) − f P (j) (C.5)
is calculated for j = 1 . . . N ch − 2 at frequencies f D1 (j) = 1 2 (f P (j + 1) + f P (j)) (C.6) and used to calculate the discrete second derivative
for j = 1 . . . N ch − 3. When the second difference D 2 exceeds a threshold D 2,thr , the anti-correlation is taken to indicate the presence of an island. The island is taken to be located at the zero crossing of D 1 , which is found through linear interpolation with f det (t) = D 1 (t, j max ) f D1 (j max + 1) − D 1 (t, j max + 1) f D1 (j max ) D 1 (t, j max ) − D 1 (t, j max + 1) , (C.8)
where j max is the index number of the largest D 2 entry. The averages are implemented in MathWorks Simulink using digital filters G(z) = 2 is found to yield no false detections.
By setting N mov = N avg and a decrease of N ac and D 2,thr , the detection latency can be decreased, which is accompanied by a decrease in accuracy of the detected location.
Algorithm by Reich et al
The algorithm by Reich et al detects the anti-phase at the NTM rational flux surface by multiplying the ECE oscillation with a signal, composed using a combination of Mirnov coil signals, and a 90
• phase-shifted signal. [16] This requires a synthetic signal B or (t) ∝ w 2 (t)ω(t) cos (ξ(t)), a phase-shifted signal provided by B ps (t) ∝ w 2 (t)ω(t) sin (ξ(t)) and the electron temperature T i,e (t) for channels i from 1 to the number of channels N ch . Reich et al use a Hilbert transform to obtain B ps (t) from B or (t). Instead, in this implementation the analytical solution sin (ξ(t)) of the Hilbert transform of cos (ξ(t)) is implemented directly. This could result in a lower detection latency than what would be achieved when the Hilbert transform needs to be calculated on the noisy simulated signal B or (t).
Using FIR filters, the averages B or (t), B ps (t) and T i,e (t) (for all channels i) are calculated over N seg time steps with sampling time dt, limited by the video bandwidth B v as reported in Appendix B. An average over N seg = 2400 is calculated. L 1,i and L 2,i are calculated for all channels i using The phase between L 1,i and L 2,i is calculated using arctan L 2,i L 1,i , where the signs of L 1,i and L 2,i are taken into account to arrive at a phase between 0 and 2π. The phase difference between adjacent channels is calculated and it is checked whether the differences are within 0.75π of π, using
for every i = 2 to N ch − 2. Detection of 2/1 NTMs is possible using 0.25π, but detection of 3/2 NTMs required an antiphase bound of 0.75π, which is larger than the value of 0.25π used by Reich et al. [16] Channel 1 and channel N ch are omitted, because it cannot be checked whether these channels show increasing first derivatives. If an anti-correlation is found, the index j is chosen such that A j is the smallest of both
. For all the phase differences that show an anti-correlation, it is checked whether the amplitude shows an increasing first derivative by demanding that A j − A j−1 < A j+1 − A j .
If at this stage one or multiple A j values associated with anti-correlations are found, the point with the highest value of the correlation amplitude A j−1 + A j + A j+1 is used. If no minima is found, the previously determined location is maintained. The related position of the mode is expressed in terms of the ECE frequency f ECE,j , which is the centre ECE frequency of channel j.
